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Advancing a critical trans framework for education

Eli Kean

Women's and Gender Studies, University of Missouri-Columbia, USA

ABSTRACT
This article introduces a new theoretical framework comprised of
three principles for teaching, learning, and researching gender in
a way that celebrates gender diversity and centers transgender
experiences and knowledge. The first principle describes how
gender operates on multiple levels including individual, institu-
tional, and socio-cultural. The second principle explores gender-
ism as a system of oppression and delineates some of the ways
genderism operates concurrently with all other systems of oppres-
sion, with racism and ableism provided as examples. The third
principle asserts that transgender people’s lived experiences,
experiential trans knowledge, and counter-narratives must be at
the center of transformative efforts in educational spaces. Based
on these principles, the article offers suggestions for how people
in various educational roles in K-12 and post-secondary education
could implement this framework to create educational spaces
that affirm and support people of all genders.
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Trans and non-binary identities and experiences are critically lacking within all aspects

of education, from curriculum and pedagogy (Jennings & Macgillivray, 2011; Kean,

2020; Keenan, 2017), to policy and practice (Garvey & Rankin, 2018; Woolley, 2019), to

research and reform (Mayo, 2017; McCready, 2019; Renn, 2010).1 The consequences

are wide-ranging and although many teachers are eager, or at least willing, to support

and affirm their transgender students, studies have shown that they continue to lack

the knowledge and resources to do so effectively (Meyer, 2008; Payne & Smith, 2014;

Shelton, 2019). In higher education, policies and practices have serious deficits in their

ability to support the academic success and emotional well-being of trans and non-

binary students (Miller et al., 2019; Richard, 2015; Stewart, 2020). Trans and non-binary

identities are routinely erased or suppressed in educational research which conflates

gender identity with sexual orientation, or misrepresents trans and non-binary people

in methodologies and analyses that are reliant on gender as a dichotomous variable

(Matsuno & Budge, 2017; Fiani & Han, 2019). Across the board, trans and non-binary

teachers, faculty, and staff continue to face microaggressions and hostile work envi-

ronments (Garvey & Rankin, 2018; Pitcher, 2017).
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This paper introduces what I refer to as a critical trans framework for the field of
education. I utilize the description of “critical trans” for this framework as a reverber-
ation of Spade’s (2015) development of critical trans politics and Keenan’s (2017)
movement toward a critical trans pedagogy. The framework introduced here is com-
prised of three principles for teaching, learning, and researching about gender in a
way that celebrates gender diversity and centers transgender experiences. Taken
together, these principles provide a foundational structure for undertaking a structural
analysis of gendered power.

The development of a critical trans framework builds upon critical contributions
from the work of scholars in education, gender studies, disability studies, social work,
philosophy, and sociology. In particular, queer and trans scholarship have provided
incredibly valuable foundations for challenging binaries and disrupting long-held
assumptions about sexuality and gender in education and other contexts (e.g. Airton,
2018; Brockenbrough, 2016; Catalano, 2015a; Cohen, 1997; Feinberg, 1998; Jagose,
1996; Pinar, 2012; Spade, 2015). Additionally, scholars whose work is centered on racial
justice inform this framework through their emphasis on counter-narratives, lived
experience, and the endemic nature of oppressive systems (e.g. Collins, 2019;
Crenshaw, 1995; Hooks, 1984; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Moraga & Anzaldua, 1983).
Educational justice scholars contribute humanizing and affirming snapshots of the bril-
liance, creativity, perspective, and wisdom that already fills our schools and class-
rooms; these scholars inform us about the ways that gender necessarily intersects with
race and ethnicity, sexuality, land and coloniality, language, dis/ability, and poverty
and wealth (e.g. Annamma, 2016; Kumashiro, 2002; Love, 2019; Lugones, 2016; Matias
& Mackey, 2016; McCready, 2007; Patel, 2016; Shield et al., 2020; Tuck & Yang, 2018). It
is also critical to recognize that throughout history, Black trans women have been at
the forefront of advancing community knowledge, organizing and leading strong
grassroots movements, and fighting for structural change (Edidi, 2019). This recogni-
tion is essential for me as a White non-binary trans person who has benefitted from
the work of so many trans people, Black trans women in particular, who have given
their lives metaphorically and literally in the fight for gender justice.2 Building relation-
ships around shared struggles for liberation and recognizing these ideological connec-
tions is at the heart of the framework presented here. In the next three sections, I will
delineate three principles that are foundational to teaching, learning, and researching
about gender in a way that celebrates gender diversity and centers transgender
experiences.

Principle 1: Gender Operates on Individual, Institutional, and
Cultural Levels

Whenever I teach undergraduate students about identity and social justice, a number
of them get playfully aggravated with me by the end of the semester. They tell me
they are mad because they cannot watch that problematic show, or listen to that
transphobic musician, or even have a conversation with their friends without their
new critical perspective moving into high gear. They notice things they hadn’t noticed
before, and they recognize nuances and complexities in situations that before would
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have looked innocuous or straightforward. They have learned how to recognize trans-
exclusionary and genderist language and practices because they comprehend the
complexity of gender as a multidimensional system. What follows is just one way to
make sense of the complexity of individual gender, modeled on Bell and Adams’
(2016) conceptual frame for understanding oppression at individual, institutional, and
cultural levels.

It is important to note that the characterizations of gender that I provide below are
inevitably insufficient to describe people’s gendered realities. I recognize the impos-
sible task of clarifying and simplifying concepts that are constantly in flux, concepts
whose definitions differ contextually and based on different people’s perspectives. No
single individual can create an accurate portrayal or representation of all trans peo-
ple’s experiences, and I reject the notion that there are right and wrong ways of
knowing gender or being transgender. I am also strongly against putting borders
around what is and is not trans because that encourages conflict and competition
regarding who is “trans enough,” who is “really” trans, and what one must be or do to
meet the requirements of “trans.” It is my intent, then, to put forth conceptualizations
of gender that acknowledge and celebrate the various ways in which individuals resist
and uproot the dominant understandings of gender.

Gender at the Individual Level

At the individual level, gender operates as identity and expression, with deep and
complex connections to one’s sex assigned at birth and one’s sexuality.3 Gender is
probably the easiest to understand at the individual level; people generally feel com-
fortable attributing gender to a person based on how we are socially conditioned to
interpret their name, the pitch of their voice, their hair, clothing, and/or physiological
traits. Additionally, feminist, queer, and trans theorists have extensively discussed and
researched ways of doing (and undoing) gender (Connell, 2009; Darwin, 2017; Risman,
2009; Schilt & Westbrook, 2009), embodying gender (Beauvoir, 1989; Twigg, 2020), per-
forming gender (Bhattacharya, 2013; Tiffe, 2013), practicing gender (Wilcox, 2017), and
many other possible perspectives. Since this framework attempts to center trans-
gender experiences, I will briefly discuss some important aspects of being trans at the
individual level.

First, I suggest that it is helpful to differentiate the terms that describe the medical
construct of sex assigned at birth (male and female, among others) from terms to
describe gender identities (man and woman, among others). As a non-binary trans
person, it makes sense for me to understand my body as being irrelevant to my gen-
der identity. My body is a certain shape, it has certain levels of hormones and certain
reproductive parts, but none of that determines or correlates with my gender identity.
Because of this, it affirms my personal understanding of myself to consider biological
sex and gender identity as two distinct but interrelated constructs. Some people may
not be affirmed by separating or distinguishing biological sex from gender identity
and both/all must be recognized as equally true and valid. There are no archetypical
means through which all trans people relate to their body and/or their gender, and
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that multiplicity is a gift. Moving toward gender justice, then, means holding space for
infinite possibilities of how we understand ourselves.

Second, just as there is no threshold one must pass in order to be trans enough,
there is no understanding of a person’s own body and how it relates to their gender
that is more correct than any other.4 Going further, just because someone is perceived
to be transgender doesn’t mean that they are, and just because someone is not per-
ceived to be transgender doesn’t mean that they are not. For example, gender non-
conformity with regards to outward expressions of hairstyle, fashion, and/or demeanor
exists across all gender identities, not just those of transgender people. At the same
time, there are transgender people whose hairstyle, fashion, and/or demeanor might
be perceived to conform with their assumed sex assigned at birth, such as an non-bin-
ary person who was assigned female at birth and who has long hair, wears makeup,
and prefers dresses. In contrast, some trans people’s gender expression is perceived as
conforming to dominant understandings of gender, such as a trans man whose gen-
der expression is “masculine” and who is consistently perceived as a man. In other
words, there is no one way to be, look, or express yourself as trans and there is quite
a bit of interplay between gender expression and gender identity. Therefore, as
Jourian and Simmons (2017) suggested, it would not reflect people’s lived experience
with gender to impose a trans/cis binary through which we understand trans and cis
as being polar opposites.

Third, the varied ways that trans, non-binary, and genderqueer people have dis-
cussed in/visibility shows that there is no singular trans experience and no ideal
approach to being visibly trans (e.g. Catalano, 2015b; Cerezo & Bergfeld, 2013;
Johnson, 2017). Within higher education, for example, Johnson’s (2017) research with
non-binary college students showed that some students see real value in being
“hyper-visible,” because it means that they can more easily advocate for themselves
and other trans people and serve as a model or mentor. This points to the possibility
that being visible as trans can be an asset in certain contexts, while remaining invis-
ible often has the effect of further marginalizing trans individuals and communities,
denying their presence in these spaces and making positive change unlikely (Cerezo &
Bergfeld, 2013). On the other hand, being visibly trans can pose a real risk for people
with some identities in certain contexts and social settings (Nicolazzo, 2017); this is
particularly true for trans people who are burdened by multiple oppressive structures
such as racism and poverty (Kia et al., 2020; Klein et al., 2018; Shelton & Bond, 2017).

Gender at the Institutional Level

On the institutional level, gender is manifested through various policies and practices
that reinforce and uphold the idea that there are two sexes and two accompanying
genders, with no possibility for anything else. Biological sex and gender are intricately
connected in social institutions such as family, media, religion, government, prisons,
and schools, which are key sites of socialization of behavior and regulation of identity.
Spade (2015) explained how administrative gender classification practices and policies,
such as identification documents, sex-segregated facilities, and health care access codi-
fies transgender oppression into nearly every aspect of one’s life. Through these
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policies and practices, social institutions uphold the gender binary and structurally
privilege cisgender people (Taylor, 2010).

Broadly speaking, LGBQPA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, pansexual, asexual) and
trans individuals face many of the same marginalizing structures, including highly gen-
dered educational spaces and heteronormative institutional practices that rely on a
restrictive gender binary. However, there are distinctive institutional challenges that
trans people may face, including access to trans-inclusive mental and physical health-
care (Carmel et al, 2014), accurate representation within demographic data (Doan,
2016; Renn, 2010), admission to sex-separated structures such as locker rooms and
restrooms (Erni, 2013), and issues of social transition such as name and pronoun
changes (Burnes et al., 2010; Schilt & Westbrook, 2009). Within higher education envi-
ronments, Stewart (2017) explained that the gender binary system is administratively
maintained “through the focused, intense surveillance administered by campus poli-
cies, practices, physical arrangements, and traditions” (p. 291). Stewart further
explained that for non-binary and genderqueer trans� (NB/GQT�) individuals in par-
ticular, the “absence of recognition” of genders outside the binary “leave NB/GQT�
identities still looking to become possible in higher education and afforded those
opportunities for education, recreation, and engagement experienced by binary gen-
dered students on campus” (p. 291). In this way, the gender binary works as a margin-
alizing structure by making non-binary identities institutionally illegible and
unrecognized.

Across all employment sectors, workplace discrimination is prevalent at shocking
levels; a recent survey found that trans people are three times more likely to be
unemployed than the general population, and of those unemployed, 67% were fired
or forced to resign, not hired, or denied a promotion due to bias against their gender
identity (James et al., 2016). In June 2020, the US Supreme Court ruled 6-3 that Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act applies to transgender individuals under the protected cat-
egory of sex (Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia, 2020; Wuest, 2020). While this pro-
vides a national baseline of protection from anti-trans employment discrimination, the
country still must contend with its deeply engrained fear and bias against transgender,
non-binary, and gender non-conforming people.

One illustrative example of “administrative violence” (Spade, 2015) against trans
people that is woven into formal policies and informal practices is identification docu-
ments such as drivers’ licenses. Adair (2019) argued that this form of federal identifica-
tion “is best understood as an epiphenomenon of a type of gendered racial
surveillance” through which “personal data collection, racial and sexual categorization,
and mobility surveillance—became rearticulated as privileges of white and male cit-
izenship” (Adair, 2019, p. 573). As I will elucidate in further detail in the following sec-
tion, the settler colonial ideologies that undergird our understanding of gender as a
restrictive binary are one and the same as the ideologies that establish white suprem-
acy and racial oppression.

Government laws and policies are another example we can consider in understand-
ing how transgender people’s lives are restricted and regulated at the institutional
level. In the past four years, the Trump administration’s Department of Housing and
Urban Development has removed online resource documents for emergency housing
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shelters on best practices for serving transgender people (National Center for
Transgender Equality, 2017), expanded immigration raids and detention (Hern�andez,
2017), imposed bans on refugees (Diamond & Almasy, 2017), and threatened to repeal
the Affordable Care Act (Haberman & Pear, 2017). All of these actions have taken a
serious toll, physically, mentally, and emotionally, on our most vulnerable transgender
populations.

Gender at the Socio-Cultural Level

At the socio-cultural level, gender consists of a complex collection of ideologies and
norms, including patriarchal dominance, strict policing of gender conformity, monog-
amous couples and nuclear family households, and heteronormative familial relation-
ships. Dominant understandings of gender tend to be categorical, dichotomous, and
hierarchical, which decolonial theorist Mar�ıa Lugones (2010) asserted is “central to
modern, colonial, capitalist thinking about race, gender, and sexuality” (p. 742). In the
United States and many other societies, knowledge about what gender is, and what
possibilities it provides, is built upon a White, Christian, colonial worldview that
assumes gender to be fixed, undisputable, and inextricably connected to reproductive
organs (Van Dijk, 2015).

The gender binary as a dominating ideology was first spread through the world by
European colonizers, who used both gender and race to assert social and cultural
dominance over Indigenous communities, enslaved Africans, and other people of
color. These colonizers enacted, and continue to enact, cultural genocide, gendered
violence, enslavement, and other means to dispossess and erase the conceptualiza-
tions of sex and gender that existed far before this binary and hierarchical gender sys-
tem (Connell, 2014; Lugones, 2010). Through time, the gender binary and its
supporting gender discourses have been embedded into educational texts, media
advertisements, government policies, and institutional practices (Sunderland, 2004). It
is so intertwined with every aspect of society that it becomes difficult to conceptualize
gender in any other way. Norms and discourses related to gender have the potential
to cause many kinds of harm – material, symbolic, psychological, and/or social.

White settler colonialist cis-heteropatriarchal ideologies continue to deny the exist-
ence of a multitude of gender identities, kinship configurations, and familial structures.
Indeed, the ideologies supporting systems of enslavement are the same ones that pro-
vide the foundations for a racialized gender system and an understanding of gender
as dichotomous and immutable (Smith, 2006; Snorton, 2017). Settler colonialism con-
tinues to use political power, dispossession of land, administrative violence, and cul-
tural genocide to decimate any cultural understandings of gender that differ from its
own binary, patriarchal, and restrictive gender ideologies (Arvin et al., 2013;
Morgensen, 2010; Snelgrove et al., 2014; Young, 2013).

It is clear that these same “White Supremacist, capitalist, cis-heteropatriarchal” ideol-
ogies, systems, and practices operate within the institution of schooling (Paris & Alim,
2017). These ideologies shape narratives of gender that are embedded within schools
and other social institutions and have a structural impact on transgender people’s
material realities. However, they reflect only one of the countless ways in which
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gender is culturally understood; many cultures across the world understand gender,
kinship, and family to be multitudinous, fluid, and complex (Feinberg, 1998; Smith,
2018; Snelgrove at al., 2014).

Conceptualizing gender as multi-dimensional, as I suggest here, is not the only
valid way to understand the gender binary system, but I believe it allows a clearer
view of the cultural and institutional means by which gender non-conformity and
trans identities are oppressed and erased. Just as there is no threshold one must pass
in order to be trans enough, there is no understanding of a person’s own body and
how it relates to their gender that is more correct than any other; in other words,
there is no singular trans experience and no ideal approach to being visibly trans. At
the institutional level, gender is administered and codified into laws, policies, and
practices. At the cultural level, dominant societal worldviews are informed by White
cis-heteropatriarchal gender norms, discourses, and conventions that create and sus-
tain gendered expectations and gender inequality throughout privileged and margi-
nalized communities. The concept of genderism (Bilodeau, 2007; Browne, 2004; Hill &
Willoughby, 2005), outlined in the next section, provides a helpful lens through which
we can interrogate trans oppression at the systemic level.

Principle 2: Genderism Is a System of Oppression That Interacts with All
Other Systems of Oppression

Gender-related oppression is often understood through systems of sexism or hetero-
sexism, but these systems are specific to the oppression of women and non-heterosex-
ual people, respectively. For example, sexism has been described as “the use of
cultural and institutional power held by men to deny resources to and extract resour-
ces from women for the benefit of men” (Hackman, 2013, p. 318). The Encyclopedia of
Gender and Society defined sexism as “prejudice or discrimination based on sex or
gender, especially against women and girls” and “an ideology or practices that main-
tain patriarchy or male domination” (O’Brien, 2008, p. 748). Dominant understandings
of sexism, then, generally do not trouble the gender binary and fail to incorporate the
nuance necessary to understand transgender oppression. For example, using the lens
of sexism, trans men’s experiences with bias, discrimination, and oppression are erased
or ignored. Trans men’s experiences are distinct from those of cisgender men in that
they spent at least a portion of their lives being socialized as girls and/or having the
wrong gender attributed to them. In these cases, trans men may have spent all or
part of their adolescence, and perhaps also some of their adult years, as marginalized
subjects under the system of sexism. Thus, the complex gender experiences of trans
people do not fit the “men versus women” narrative that sexism tends to push.
Genderism, on the other hand, illuminates the unique collection of marginalizing
structures that continue to oppress trans men in ways that cisgender men do
not experience.

Constructs of sexuality are tightly connected to and dependent upon constructs of
gender; thus, heterosexism is supported by genderism and vice versa. Heterosexism is
“the belief and expectation that everyone is or should be heterosexual” (Yep, 2002, p.
167) and a “process that systematically privileges heterosexuality relative to
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homosexuality” (Chesir-Teran, 2003, p. 267). By understanding genderism as a different
form of oppression than heterosexism, it becomes clear that trans people face unique
barriers and challenges that are related to, but not the same as, oppression faced by
cisgender LGBQPA individuals. Certainly, there is—and has been throughout history—
extensive interweaving of trans identity and experience and LGBQPA identity and
experience (Greteman, 2018; Stryker, 2008). At the same time, some LGBQPA folks are
cisgender and some trans individuals are heterosexual, so there is not a complete
overlap of these constructs in terms of how their lived realities and the ways they are
harmed by oppressive systems.

Genderism, which has also been referred to as cisgenderism (Lennon & Mistler,
2014), cisnormativity (Collier & Daniel, 2019; Davis, 2017) and cissexism (Radi, 2019;
Serano, 2007), provides an alternate framework and epistemological tool for under-
standing the unique barriers and violences that trans people face. Genderism also
highlights the ways that gender norms act as a source of social control and psycho-
logical shame for all individuals. Everyone is affected by genderism because “gender
and sexual diversity are not restricted to particular non-heterosexual or non-cisgender
people but extend to the affinities, practices and experiences of everyone” (Airton &
Koecher, 2019, p. 201).

Genderism forces categorization of all individuals into one of two dichotomous
gender categories at an institutional level; conforming to binary gender norms is
socially policed with punishments for all those who fail to conform. On college cam-
puses, Pryor (2018) found that “genderism in higher education partially explains the
hostile environments institutions perpetuate, ultimately impacting trans students’
development, health, learning, and success” (p. 36). Genderism’s oppressive structures
act as tools in the preservation of hegemonic gender norms that uphold and reassert
the importance of conforming to binary gender expectations.

Intersections of Genderism and Racism

Similar to other structural systems of oppression like racism and sexism, genderism
operates at multiple levels and within every social institution through policies and
practices that uphold its beliefs and values. Genderism also works interdependently
with other systems of oppression, creating distinct forms of marginalization for par-
ticular ethno-racial, religious, linguistic, and socio-economic groups (Nadal et al., 2010;
Sandil et al., 2015; Singh, 2013). This necessarily means, for example, that White trans
people do not experience trans oppression in the same way as trans people of color.
It also means that trans people with multiple marginalized aspects of their identity
experience the interconnecting effects of many oppressive systems as they move
through the world.

Black feminist theorists have contributed many critical ideas to thinking about gen-
der and its interlocking relationship with race, sexuality, and class (Collins, 2019;
Crenshaw, 1995; Hooks, 1984; Spelman, 1998). Black women do not face two separate
struggles, or realities, one of being Black and the other of being woman; they face
one struggle, one reality, of being a Black woman.
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Crenshaw (1995) proposed an intersectional approach to analyze violence against
women of color, and her theorizing can be extended to include trans women of color.
Structural intersectionality occurs when women of color simultaneously experience
oppression in the form of sexism and racism, intersecting to form an experience differ-
ent from the kind of racism experienced by Black men, or the kind of sexism experi-
enced by White women. As Edidi (2019) explained on Twitter, “transphobia is born of
white supremacy. When you are discriminating against Black Trans women you are in
fact perpetuating white supremacy, patriarchy and anti-blackness.” Transgender
women of color, then, are faced with their own unique struggle within the interlock-
ing systems of racism, sexism, and genderism.

With regards to the unique and compounding experiences of oppression, Green (2015)
asserted that there is an instability that is always already present when it comes to both
the color line and the gender line. Race and gender are not the same, but they are both
bio-social-historical categories that help to facilitate and enforce the unequal distribution
of power and wealth under capitalism. (p. 2)

Transgender people of color experience both genderism and racism, and potentially
other systems of oppression, and experience far higher rates of violence, victimization,
and exclusion than White transgender individuals (Bey, 2017; Brennan et al., 2012).

The National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs (2017) reported that of the 28
reported anti-LGBTQ hate violence homicides in 2016, 79% of those were people of
color and 61% were transgender women of color. Viviane Namaste (2008) asserted
that “violence against trans people is part of a continuum of violence against the poor
and the disenfranchised in the broader context of global capital” (p. 23). The violence
that trans people of color experience reflects and is in constant interaction with the
oppression of women, the oppression of Black and brown people, and the oppression
of people who challenge the gender binary; the intersection of these oppressions on
trans people of color, and especially trans women of color, makes for unique forms of
marginalization, violence, and discrimination.

A well-established body of educational research supports the notion that the
school-to-prison pipeline disproportionately affects youth of color, specifically Black
and Latinx youth (Alexander, 2010; Rios, 2011; Skiba et al., 2012). Similarly, a growing
number of studies show that LGBQ and trans youth also experience disproportionately
harsh school discipline (Kosciw et al., 2018; Mitchum & Moodie-Mills, 2014; Snapp
et al., 2015). One group of researchers found that “LGBTQ youth often experience a
hostile school climate, may fight to protect themselves, and are frequently blamed for
their own victimization. Family rejection and homelessness facilitate entry in the
school-to-prison pipeline” (Snapp et al., 2015, p. 57). Additionally, in GLSEN’s 2017
National Campus Climate report, Kosciw et al. (2018) reported “notable relationships
between racial/ethnic identity and feelings of safety as well as experiences of victim-
ization, discrimination, and disciplinary action in school” (p. 109). GLSEN’s findings
showed that Black and Indigenous LGBQ and trans students reported facing the most
severe levels of anti-LGBTQ bias in their schools. Some of the factors that contribute
to hostile school climates include zero-tolerance policies, dress codes, and disparate
disciplinary standards for student behavior, all of which criminalize youth and push
them into the criminal justice system (Mitchum & Moodie-Mills, 2014). This emerging
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evidence points to the necessity of understanding how genderism and racism operate
concurrently and intersectionally in schools, leading to “disparities in punitive punish-
ment, exclusionary discipline, or representation in juvenile justice systems” of trans
and non-binary youth of color (Snapp et al., 2015, p. 57).

Understanding the ways genderism works alongside and interacts with other sys-
tems of oppression is vital because it explains how and why various oppressions work
together to produce different experiences and different injustices. It also reminds us
that oppression(s) cannot be quantified or pulled apart and that we cannot say defini-
tively which oppression is worse/more prevalent/more foundational than the other. It
also provides recognition that all forms of oppression (class, sexuality, dis/ability, lan-
guage, etc.) operate simultaneously and mutually support each other.

Intersections of Genderism and Ableism

Genderism and ableism are systems of oppression that have in common their attempt
to control and pathologize non-conforming bodies. Trans and disabled people share
certain marginalizing structures such as familial isolation, employment and housing
discrimination, restrictive public accommodations, and high rates of violence (Sherry,
2004). The body, as a lived center of experience, is perceived and regulated within
various socio-cultural contexts; embodiment is “an active, changing historical process,
not a matter of fixed categories for bodies” (Connell, 2009, p. 108). Within cultures
dominated by capitalist and neoliberal ideologies, our bodies are sites of struggle,
controlled and constrained by demands of productivity and conformity. In Puar’s
(2015) words, “neoliberal mandates regarding productive, capacitated bodies entrain
trans bodies to recreate an abled body not only in terms of gender and sexuality but
also in terms of economic productivity and the development of national economy” (p.
78). Trans and disabled individuals of color (especially those who are both trans and
disabled) encounter violence and oppression due to the ways whiteness has been
institutionalized to determine which bodies are non-normative, unruly, and/or unpro-
ductive (Martino & Cumming-Potvin, 2018).

As I discussed in the previous section on gender at the institutional level, gender is
administrated, regulated, and restricted within social institutions such as the medical
field. Up until very recently, transgender people in the United States were considered
to have a psychiatric disorder known as gender identity disorder (GID). Trans people
wishing to access bio-medical transition are often required to first get diagnosed with
GID—now reclassified as gender dysphoria—by proving their trans identity to doctors
and therapists. A diagnosis could take months or even years, and some medical practi-
tioners still require trans people to attempt to “pass” or be perceived by others as
their true gender full-time for a number of months before approving or prescribing
gender-affirming hormone therapy or surgeries. Individuals with disabilities, particu-
larly those with undetectable disabilities or chronic illnesses, similarly face a ridiculous
number of bureaucratic hurdles, costly medical bills, and a culture of pathologization
among medical professionals.

These common medical practices position being transgender as an individual prob-
lem that can be cured or fixed through medical intervention. While this intervention
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may be desirable for some transgender people, it is not important, beneficial, or
accessible to all trans people (Johnson, 2015). This medical model approach “positions
discomfort and distress surrounding the incongruence between assigned sex category
and gender identity as resulting from a lack of access to medical interventions, rather
than the social consequences of gender ideology, transphobia, or cissexism” (Johnson,
2015, p. 804). Disability activists also point to the medical model as a damaging ideol-
ogy that identifies the body as problematic and in need of fixing or curing, in
opposed to a social model that works to identify and eliminate ableism in our cultural
norms and practices.

In addition to medical interventions, there are other ways in which genderism
and ableism interact and overlap within dominant cultural norms and institutional
practices (Clare, 2013). Indeed, similar to disabled bodies, “trans bodies are reliant on
medical care, costly pharmacological and technological interventions, legal protec-
tions, and public accommodations from the very same institutions and apparatuses
that functionalize gender normativities and create systemic exclusions” (Puar, 2015,
p. 47). Here again, there are intersections with race and class in terms of access to
resources, institutional barriers, and the financial means to pay for gender-affirming
medical care.

Public bathrooms, as “sites where individuals’ bodies are continually policed and
(re)placed within sexed categories” (Browne, 2004, p. 332), have become a prevalent
issue of political debate in the United States in recent years. In 2016, North Carolina
passed House Bill 2, which regulated the use of public restrooms for transgender peo-
ple in the state by requiring individuals to use bathrooms based on their sex assigned
at birth. It is unclear how laws such as this can be legally enforced, but there is no
doubt that it has emboldened anti-trans sentiment and increased the potential for vio-
lence and discrimination against transgender people.

Safe access to public toilets is a precondition for full participation in public life
(Plaskow, 2008), the lack of which disproportionately affects trans and disabled bodies.
Lack of access to safe and accessible bathrooms can create physical discomfort and
even cause illness. When transgender-friendly bathrooms are unavailable, some trans
people feel that it is safer to avoid the bathroom altogether, which sometimes means
holding their needs for an extended period of time, eliminating their water intake, or
decreasing their time in public spaces (Baggs, 2018; Kafer, 2013). Undeniably, public
facilities are a prime example of how expectations of conformity have been built into
our social structures to the detriment of the health and safety of individuals marginal-
ized by gender and ability.

This effect is also compounded by racism. For example, the pervasive hyper-
criminalization of Blackness leads to greater visibility of Black people in public
spaces (Smith, 2016; Yancy, 2016). Meanwhile, White people will often take nearly
any opportunity to appoint themselves as judge, jury, and executioner against
Black people’s everyday activities (Griggs, 2018; Hassan, 2020; Williams, 2014).
These conditions lead to a significantly higher rate of harassment and violence
against Black people in public spaces. Three systems of oppression—White
supremacy, genderism, and ableism—combine in dangerous and sometimes lethal
ways in public spaces.
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Principle 3: Epistemic Injustice and the Critical Importance of Trans
Experiential Knowledge

A couple of years ago, I was working as a substitute paraprofessional in an early child-
hood education classroom. Nearly every child I spoke to asked me if I was a boy or a
girl. The question itself was not surprising, since my gender expression is fairly andro-
gynous, but the sheer number of them who needed to have a definitive answer about
my gender identity took me aback. I attempted to provide slightly glib responses like
“maybe I’m both?” or “it doesn’t matter, let’s focus on your activity!”, but these
answers were just met with confusion and more probing questions. I began to under-
stand their consistent interrogations when I heard their teacher engage them in an
activity where she asked for opposites of various things such as light and dark, thick
and thin, tall and short. Then she asked, “what is the opposite of girl?” and the stu-
dents responded in unison, loudly and assuredly, “BOY!” This seemingly innocuous
exercise in teaching opposites was actually working to advance a particular gender
epistemology to these young children, shaping their understanding about the possibil-
ities of gender from a very early age.

In that preschool classroom, as in so many other classrooms, my non-binary identity
was illegible. I was rendered invisible by the insidiously restrictive gender socialization
these young humans were already deeply entrenched within. On that day, as on so
many other days, I experienced what Dotson (2011) referred to as testimonial smother-
ing, which is a form of epistemic injustice that requires the “truncating of one’s own
testimony in order to ensure that the testimony contains only content for which one’s
audience demonstrates testimonial competence” (p. 244). Regardless of age, the gen-
der binary is always already embedded in our assumptions and perceptions, and it
prevents trans and non-binary people from showing up authentically and being
safely understood.

Epistemic Injustice

In this section, I will discuss how notions of epistemic injustice (Adair, 2019; Dotson,
2014; Fricker, 2007; Medina, 2013) can offer a lens to understand how genderism oper-
ates within various educational contexts, with the result of rendering transgender
identities invisible, our experiences immaterial, and our knowledge illegible. I will then
briefly explore how trans epistemologies can help us understand the world and each
other in more expansive, creative, and fluid ways.

A primary example of epistemic injustice against trans people is the reality of being
unseen and unheard, or what theorists refer to as being unintelligible. An essential
element of communication is reciprocity, or the act of being heard and correctly
understood (Hornsby, 1995). Because of the systemic nature of genderism, many peo-
ple tend to inhabit a position of “social ignorance” regarding trans identities and expe-
riences (Dotson, 2011). That ignorance may not be an individual’s active intention, but
it is certainly a deliberate outcome of settler colonialist and heteropatriarchal ideolo-
gies (Arvin et al., 2013; Lugones, 2016; Van Dijk, 2015). When one’s identity is not
intelligible, it is nearly impossible to be recognized as deserving of basic human rights.
Scholars of race, gender, and sexuality have written extensively about the violence
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caused by intentional and actively constructed ignorance about certain identities, lived
experiences, and material realities (Britzman, 1995; Mills, 1997; Sedgwick, 1990; Tuana
& Sullivan, 2006).

The consequences of trans people’s unintelligibility, particularly within educational
contexts, are severe. Trans individuals are silenced through various forms of epistemo-
logical oppression. One such form is the aforementioned “testimonial smothering”
where a trans person is unable to authentically show up in a space because they
already know they will be misunderstood, which may create an unsafe situation
(Dotson, 2011; Greenaway, 2001). For example, it is currently becoming more normal-
ized for individuals to introduce themselves with their pronouns in addition to their
names on the first day of class or at the first meeting of an organization. On its face,
this may seem like an inclusive practice. However, in my own experience and in the
experience of trans and non-binary students (Johnson, 2017), this practice can feel
unsafe or othering. It can be very risky to announce your pronouns in front of a group
of people you do not know, where there is not yet trust or a sense of community.
Additionally, there is absolutely no guarantee that sharing one’s pronouns will mean
that those pronouns are actually understood, taken up, and correctly used by the
other people in the group (Taylor, 2010).

And so, in each of these interactions, in every new class, group meeting, interview,
or orientation, trans and non-binary people must make the agonizing decision: do I
show up authentically in this moment, risking my safety and credibility, or do I silence
myself in order to remain safe while at the same time denying my full humanity? One
non-binary college student explained that “being forced to make myself invisible in
those ways and blend in and appear to match the assumptions that people will make
about me is never great, and it’s tiring” (Johnson, 2017, p. 138). This mental exhaus-
tion, as well as a constant underlying fear of being misunderstood, disregarded, or
even attacked, is experienced by a large number of trans and non-binary people
every day.

Another area of continued epistemic harm against trans people can be seen in the
realm of educational research. Trans and non-binary individuals continue to remain
unintelligible in the majority of research on gender disparities or gender equity (Doan,
2016; Renn, 2010). This erasure occurs in a multitude of ways; one such instance is
when a researcher is unaware that transgender identity is not a sexuality and assumes
they are being trans-inclusive by using the LGBTQ acronym5 or centering queer experi-
ences (Kean, 2020). Perhaps the most frequent mode of trans erasure occurs when a
researcher provides only a dichotomous male/female option, or some other option
that is not gender-expansive, when asking for participants’ gender on surveys
(Matsuno & Budge, 2017). One can witness this practice in nearly every federal report
on educational equity in the US, including the Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA) and the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), as
well as large-scale studies undertaken by professional organizations such as the
Association of American Universities (AAU). Even in some instances where a researcher
does in fact accurately count trans participants, in the analysis all trans participants
may be grouped into one monolithic category including trans women, trans men,
non-binary people, genderqueer people, and others, even though people with these
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identities do not necessarily share similar lived experiences or institutional interactions.
In all of these cases, trans and non-binary people are unseen, left uncounted, and their
potential contributions to advancing knowledge are left unrealized.

The Power of Experiential Trans Knowledge and Trans Epistemologies

Experiential trans knowledge, or the knowledge that trans people create through the
experience of being trans, directly challenges dominant ideological narratives about
gender. Among other strands of critical theory, such as tribal crit theory, experiential
knowledge is linked to “a group’s ability to define themselves, their place in the world,
and their traditions” (Brayboy, 2013, p. 435), and therefore is a source of agency and
power. Trans epistemologies, then, utilize trans experiential knowledge to advance
ways of knowing gender that are less damaging, more transformative, more liberatory,
and/or more representative than otherorms of knowing gender (Radi, 2019). Namaste
(2008) suggested that “if people are marginalized in and through the production of
knowledge, then a truly transformative intellectual practice would collaborate with
such individuals and communities to ensure that their political and intellectual prior-
ities were addressed” (p. 27). In order to amplify and emphasize trans lived experience
as a source of knowledge, trans epistemologies are being envisioned by an increasing
number of scholars (Martino & Cumming-Potvin, 2018; Meadow, 2016; Nicolazzo, 2017;
Radi, 2019) with the intent of amplifying trans lived experience as a valuable source of
knowing, as well as to call attention to the racialized and colonialist nature of domin-
ant epistemologies (Martino & Cumming-Potvin, 2018; Snorton & Haritaworn, 2013).

The power and importance of experiential knowledge to epistemological resistance
has long been a foundational perspective in scholarship centering race, disability, and
other points of marginalization (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017; Ladson-Billings & Tate,
1995; Snorton, 2017; Sol�orzano & Yosso, 2002). Racial justice scholars, particularly crit-
ical race theorists, were some of the first to emphasize the importance of experiential
knowledge in understanding and deconstructing oppressive systems (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2017; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Sol�orzano & Yosso, 2002). Transgender
experiential knowledge can be a major force in destabilizing discourses that create
official knowledge about gender because trans people “occupy a social location out-
side the epistemic agreement to misunderstand the world, giving them an angle of
perception that encourages a more accurate understanding than that of the dominant
groups that oppress them” (Mason, 2011, p. 303). For example, trans experiential
knowledge shows us that “genders are iterative and in a constant process of
becoming” (Meadow, 2016, p. 322), rather than being fixed or binary. Personally speak-
ing, it is clear that my own experience of being trans has greatly impacted the way
that I understand how gender operates; indeed, this entire piece of writing could be
seen as an example of a trans epistemology.

While there is also no one right way to enact a trans epistemology, a common
thread among these emerging conceptions of trans epistemology is a “relational, con-
tingent, iterative, deeply important, life-giving, infinitely complex” epistemological per-
spective (Meadow, 2016, p. 322). In research, a trans epistemology can work to
“redraw” the subject of research “as an open question about how the forces of culture,
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discourse, self-understanding, and social group membership interact to produce frame-
works of meaning into which subjects position themselves” (Meadow, 2016, pp.
319–320). In teaching, a trans epistemology can acknowledge and affirm “the limitless
possibilities of bodily expression” (Keenan, 2017, p. 539) and enable deeper thinking
about how trans knowledge can inform our curriculum and pedagogy. Amplifying and
centering the experiential knowledge of trans people is crucial in expanding what we
know to be possible for ourselves and others.

Applications of the Framework

One of the overarching goals of this framework is to transform intellectual practice
through efforts to challenge and dismantle genderism in educational contexts.
Understanding the ways genderism operates within the institution of schooling is
necessary for improving policy, research, curricular and pedagogical practices, and
school climate. Used as a theoretical or methodological framework, the principles out-
lined above support an interrogation of the gender binary that attends to the ways all
individuals are negatively impacted by its constraints. By employing this framework,
we can more clearly see why it is important to uplift, highlight, and center the experi-
ential knowledge, insights, and perspectives of trans people based on “their own
embodied experience, and of their relationships to the discourses and institutions that
act upon and through them” (Stryker, 2013, p. 13). Below are a few suggestions for
how the framework could be useful in improving educational research and teaching,
as well as school policy and climate. These examples are not exhaustive nor all-encom-
passing; there is ever-growing academic scholarship in this area, not to mention con-
sulting practices, blogs, podcasts, and training groups devoted to the goal of making
educational spaces more trans-affirming.

Applications of a Critical Trans Framework in Research and Teaching

Educators and researchers alike must move beyond the deficit mindsets and victim
tropes so common in LGBTQ-related scholarship because these perspectives hinder
our ability to “see or recognize trans people thriving; we are unable to learn from
trans people’s resilience, creativity and strength” (Greteman & Thorpe, 2018, p. 109).
Instead of continuing to participate in the epistemic injustice against trans and non-
binary people, educators can open up possibilities for trans-affirming research
and teaching.

This framework provides theoretical and methodological grounding and a concep-
tual entry point for research related to gender or trans people. Other frequently used
theoretical and conceptual frameworks, such as queer theory, critical race theory, and
feminist standpoint theory, are useful in their own ways; however, research studies
that focus on or center trans people in particular may be strengthened by a frame-
work such as this one that recognizes trans material realities, amplifies trans know-
ledge, and speaks directly to structural trans oppression.

Trans and non-binary identities are routinely erased or suppressed in educational
research that conflates gender identity with sexual orientation or misrepresents trans
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people in methodologies and analyses that are reliant on gender as a dichotomous
variable (Matsuno & Budge, 2017; Fiani & Han, 2019). Researchers must address any
conceptual and methodological barriers that could impede robust and accurate meas-
urement of trans and non-binary identities. In considering ways for researchers to
avoid committing epistemic injustice like the kind exemplified in the previous section,
more thoughtfulness about the categorizations of and assumptions about gender in
research studies would go a long way toward making trans experiences legible and
amplifying trans knowledge (Lather, 2006). At this time, the World Professional
Association for Transgender Health (WPATH) recommends using a two-step method to
capture both sex assigned at birth as well as current gender identity as a best practice
in the collection of data.

Many educational scholars have provided insightful and practical scholarship on
creating trans-affirming K-12 educational spaces (e.g. Blackburn & Pennell, 2018;
Herriot et al., 2018; Luecke, 2018; Mangin, 2020; McGlashan & Fitzpatrick, 2018; Ryan
et al., 2013). Moving toward this goal would mean taking steps beyond incorporating
foundational knowledge and terminology; it would involve integrating ample opportu-
nities for students to explore gender diversity in their activities and assignments. For
example, teachers can engage in what Keenan (2017) described as a critical trans
pedagogical practice by not pre-emptively gendering students and instead empower-
ing them to self-identify. In the elementary classroom, Keenan (2017) suggested free
play as a way to “offer children sites to construct and experiment with the possibilities
they imagine and to act out and alter the realities they perceive” (p. 552). Keenan
(2017) also recommended experiential inquiry, which “allows children to explore the
questions they have about the world by engaging directly with it” (p. 552). In another
example, Martino (2012) remarks that “there are clear pedagogical benefits to making
available counter-narratives and critical frameworks, with their potential for interrupt-
ing normalizing impulses and tendencies” (p. 126) in his pedagogical intervention to
deconstruct masculinity in his English classroom.

Educators can assess their existing course texts for gender binary essentialism, trans
erasure, and gender/sexuality conflation. Specifically, educators should ensure they are
attending to genderism, not just sexism and heteronormativity, whenever course cur-
ricula discusses oppressive systems related to gender and/or sexuality. Skim the article
or look in the book’s index to find the word “gender”; is the author talking only about
cisgender women and/or men? Now look for “transgender.” Does the author use the
word “transgender” in the LGBT acronym, but nowhere else? Does the author discuss
sexuality, homophobia, or heterosexism, but not gender identity, transphobia, or gen-
derism/cissexism? These could be indications that a text is not trans-affirming.

Applications of a Critical Trans Framework in School Policy and Climate

Not only do schools, colleges, and universities need to invest financially in hiring more
trans people, they also need to ensure that the working climate, mentorship opportu-
nities, employee benefits, and non-discrimination policies provide a fulfilling and
respectful workplace. Due to the prevalence of negative stereotypes portraying queer
and trans people as predatory or deceptive, some school leaders are still hesitant to
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hire them (Bartholomaeus & Riggs, 2017). Secure employment for transgender people
benefits everyone; Stephanie Shelton (2018) found that the presence of trans col-
leagues helped cisgender teachers to “better appreciate their own gendered assump-
tions and privileges, and the ways that their peer interactions and classroom practices
were improved by countering dominant notions of gender” (p. 12).

Individuals in decision-making positions, including school leaders, department
chairs, and division heads, should implement policies and procedures that make it eas-
ier for all faculty and staff to be trans-affirming on an ongoing basis. For example,
educators should be provided with training on transgender topics from an intersec-
tional perspective, using the framework outlined here or utilizing the skill of the pleth-
ora of trainers and consultants that have expertise on trans and non-binary topics.
Training should not only cover gender diversity in the student population, but also
how to effectively communicate to and work with the parents of transgender children,
in addition to transgender parents, staff, and teachers.

Current generations of youth and young adults have more access to global conver-
sations about gender diversity than ever before. Their vocabulary, reflective skills, and
commitments to justice are evidence of their access to a plethora of resources, coun-
ter-narratives, and knowledge. However, gender-expansive ways of thinking, acting,
and being are actively silenced in US classrooms because of the genderism in institu-
tions such as schooling; “it appears that young people’s immediate social cultural
worlds are constructed in such a way that gender binary choices are frequently inevit-
able, from school uniforms and toilets to sports cultures and friendships” (Bragg et al.,
2018, p. 420). Considering this, young people should be recognized as the best source
for learning about how to support and affirm all students at the school. Adults should
value young people’s experiential knowledge, address their needs, and invest in their
suggestions for improvement.

Educators, school leaders, and administrators who take steps to interrogate their
own assumptions about gender and assess their own practices to avoid erasing trans
identity are beginning the work of practicing epistemic resistance and moving us
toward gender justice. Integrating trans voices, experiences, and knowledge into edu-
cational spaces is an important step in gaining a deep understanding of the complex-
ities of genderism and seeing clearly the humanity of all people.

Conclusion

In this article, I synthesized multi-disciplinary scholarship and personal narratives to
illuminate the structural, institutional, and epistemological means through which trans-
gender oppression occurs. Taken together, the foundation provided by this framework
aims to: (1) recognize the unendingly creative ways in which people understand their
own gender within different spaces and contexts; (2) emphasize the role of social insti-
tutions in administrating gender, with a particular focus on the institution of educa-
tion; (3) lift up trans people as creators of valuable knowledge; and (4) provide some
educational tools that might be useful in developing educational practice, policy, and
praxis that moves us toward gender justice. This framework is not only intended to
inform the creation of more humane, affirming, and transformative educational spaces
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for trans and non-binary individuals, but also to potentially empower cisgender people
to recognize and unlearn their own gendered perceptions which harm people of
all genders.

The first principle put forth in this article describes how gender operates on mul-
tiple levels including individual, institutional, and cultural. The second principle
explores genderism as a system of oppression and delineates some of the ways gen-
der is constantly interacting in complex, context-specific ways with race, disability,
sexuality, religion, citizenship, and other identity-based power structures. The third
principle asserts that transgender people’s lived experiences, experiential trans know-
ledge, and counter-narratives must be at the center of transformative efforts in educa-
tional spaces.

Moving forward, there is much future work needed to determine which aspects of
the framework proposed here make sense and are helpful in the teaching, learning,
and research of gender and which aspects need to be revised, clarified, or made more
complex. Other trans people do, and will, have a much deeper understanding of how
gender intersects with colonialism, disability, race and ethnicity, immigration, and lan-
guage than is presented here, and that work should be uplifted and widely dissemi-
nated. It is essential for trans scholarship to be supported and funded, trans scholars
to be hired and promoted, and trans allies and advocates to keep abreast of insights
and perspectives on gender as they evolve and develop in the years to come.
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Notes

1. Throughout this paper, I use “trans and non-binary” whenever possible in order to highlight
the experiences and identities of non-binary people, which can sometimes be invisibilized
when trans is used as an umbrella term. Some non-binary people also consider themselves
to be trans, while others do not. Broadly speaking, in areas where “trans” is used alone, it
should be implied that non-binary experiences are also acknowledged and represented.

2. For a more extensive statement of positionality from the author, see Kean, 2020.
3. Gender identity can be described as “each person’s deeply felt internal experience of

gender, which may or may not correspond with the sex assigned at birth, including the
personal sense of the body (which may involve, if freely chosen, modification of bodily
appearance or function by medical, surgical or other means)” (International Panel, 2016, p.
1). Jourian (2015) offers a compelling model for understanding individual gender and
sexuality, where the aspects of individual gender are arranged as dynamic planes rather
than a traditional linear model or even the more recent iterations of gender as a spectrum,
such as the Gender Unicorn (Pan & Moore, 2019).
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4. For more information on the struggle to be seen as “trans enough,” see Catalano (2015b);
Galupo et al. (2014); Garrison (2018); Jourian et al. (2015); Matsuno and Budge (2017);
Stewart (2017); and Vega et al. (2019).

5. There are many iterations of the acronym used to represent the broad community of folks
marginalized by sexuality and/or gender identity; among them, LGBTQ is one of the most
widely used in educational scholarship. Due to the frequent erasure of trans identity in
situations where “LGBTQ” is invoked, I prefer to use LGBQPA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer,
pansexual, asexual) to broadly represent non-heterosexual identities and TGQNB (Trans,
genderqueer, non-binary), or “trans and non-binary,” when generally discussing non-
cisgender identities. However, when referring to existing scholarship, I use LGBTQ to reflect
its common usage in educational spaces.
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